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  Strategic Storytelling: Learn the Stories That Stick Framework to Captivate Customers, Influence Audiences and Transform Your Business.
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                Stories That Stick Deep Dive



              

              
                Take the lessons from Kindra’s bestselling book, Stories That Stick, from the page to real life with the Deep Dive course. The video lessons break down the psychology of Stories That Stick, giving you a definitive framework for applying Kindra’s storytelling methodology to your professional goals
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                Stories That Stick Mastery



              

              
                Kindra’s most comprehensive digital storytelling training program. Stories That Stick Mastery is designed to engrain the skill of storytelling into your psychology; giving you the tools to captivate customers, influence audiences and transform your business.
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                Storytelling Sessions



              

              
                Get one-on-one time to take your business storytelling to the next level. Access Kindra's decades of experience working with Fortune 500 companies and small businesses alike.
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                Elite Story Membership



              

              
                More often than not, once people get a taste of what Kindra can do for their stories, they want more. Once you complete your One-on-One Story Session, you will be extended an invitation to join the Elite Story Membership. There, fellow high-performers meet once a month with Kindra for individualized  coaching in a group setting. This access to Kindra's expertise is only available to One-on-One Story Session participants.



              

              

            

          
        

      

    

  












  Self-Storytelling: Take Control of the Stories That are Running Your Life.
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                Discover Your Invisible Stories



              

              
                Taking control of the stories you tell others starts with taking control of the stories you tell yourself. Each day, your mind is filtering stories about your abilities and your worth. It’s up to you to make sure they are good ones. Diving deeper into the lessons of Kindra’s book, “Choose Your Story, Change Your Life,” this course guides your through the self-discovery process of identifying the stories holding you back and shapes a new perspective that overcomes those limiting beliefs.
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  Storytelling Programs for Direct Selling
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                Story Your Way to Success in Direct Selling



              

              
                Did you meet Kindra at your company’s BIG conference? Chance are pretty high that you did as Kindra loves speaking from the Direct Sales industry stages. That’s why Kindra took her signature Stories That Stick framework and created something unique to the Direct Sales industry.
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                Story Your Team to Success in Direct Selling



              

              
                Storytelling should not only help you convert, but it should motivate and inspire action. In this weekly program, Kindra shares topics that Direct Selling leaders face when building a team and how to use stories to build them up, correct them and inspire them. Each message can be used to create productive weekly team meetings. You’ll also find stories that build you into a better leader.
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  The Original Formula for Human Connection Has Not Changed, So Why Are You Wasting Time, Energy and Money Trying To Crack Someone Else’s Algorithm?























  
  
















  Most people struggle to ask for what they want. Spending energy trying to explain what they have to offer the world through trending sounds and uncomfortable videos; then expecting someone on the otherside of the screen to say “yes!” But what ultimately happens is...
	You get nothing but crickets chirping in your comments and messages

	An ‘ick’ feeling from doing something that feels out of character

	And maybe a few headaches from banging your head against the wall with each attempt that fell on deaf ears


What you have to offer is valuable and should be seen as such, but today we spend more time trying to win someone else’s algorithm. The result is delivering a message that is more distracting than captivating.
So what do you do?
Learn the strategic storytelling methods that are proven to outlast trends and conveys your value in a way that gets you exactly what you want (without ever asking for it).























  
  






 







    

  
  

  


  



          

          
            
          
        
      
      

      
        
  
  
  
  
  
  
    
    


  



  
    
    
      
    
    

  

  
    
      
      
      
      
      
      
       





  About
Speaking
Press Kit
Stories That Stick: Order Here























  
  









  Courses
Blog
Contact
Choose Your Story, Change Your Life: Order Here
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